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*education - general *education - plans and 
programs
Case study: integrating TEFI (Tourism 
Educatio9n Futures Initiative) core 
values into the undergraduate curri-
culum / Elizabeth Barber // Journal of 
teaching in travel & tourism : the offi  cial 
journal of ISTTE - International Society 
of Travel and Tourism Educators. Vol. 11 
(2011), No. 1, 38-75
On the need for critical pedagogy in tou-
rism education / Yaniv Belhassen, Kellee 
Caton // Tourism management : research 
- policies - practice. Vol. 32 (2011), No. 
6, 1389-1396
*education - general *hotel industry 
*East Asia and the Pacifi c
An evaluation tool for strategic training
 and development: application in 
Chinese high star-rated hotels / Yu 
(Molly) Wang // Journal of teaching in 
travel & tourism : the offi  cial journal of 
ISTTE - International Society of Travel 
and Tourism Educators. Vol. 11  (2011), 
No. 3, 304-319
*education - general *tourism and informatics - 
other
Valuing tourism education 2.0 / Janne Li-
burd, Anne-Mette Hjalagar, Inger-Marie 
F. Christiansen // Journal of teaching in 
travel & tourism : the offi  cial journal of 
ISTTE - International Society of Travel 
and Tourism Educators. Vol. 11  (2011), 
No. 1, 107-130
*education - general
Teaching based on TEFI values: a case 
study / Ulrike Gretzel ... [et al.] // Jour-
nal of teaching in travel & tourism : the 
offi  cial journal of ISTTE - International 
Society of Travel and Tourism Educators. 
Vol. 11  (2011), No. 1, 94-106
TEFI values in tourism education: a com-
parative analysis / Loredana Padurean, 
Rico Maggi // Journal of teaching in 
travel & tourism : the offi  cial journal of 
ISTTE - International Society of Travel 
and Tourism Educators. Vol. 11  (2011), 
No. 1, 24-37
Th e tourism education futures initiative 
(TEFI): activating change in tourism 
education / Pauline J. Sheldon, Daniel 
R. Fesenmaier, John Tribe // Journal of 
teaching in travel & tourism : the offi  cial 
journal of ISTTE - International Society 
of Travel and Tourism Educators. Vol. 11 
(2011), No. 1, 2-23
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organization; statistics and forecasting in tourism; 
types of tourism.
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Toward values education in tourism: the 
challenge of measuring the values / Gi-
anna Moscardo, Laurie Murphy // Jour-
nal of teaching in travel & tourism : the 
offi  cial journal of ISTTE - International 
Society of Travel and Tourism Educators. 
Vol. 11  (2011), No. 1, 76-93
*education - plans and programs *education - 
general
Th e educational value of short-term 
study abroad programs as course 
components / Aixa A. Ritz // Journal of 
teaching in travel & tourism : the offi  cial 
journal of ISTTE - International Society 
of Travel and Tourism Educators. Vol. 11 
(2011), No. 2, 164-178
*education - plans and programs *education - 
students *catering - nonaccommodation facilities
Assessing teaching eff ectiveness in a basic 
food laboratory setting: pilot testing 
the instrument / Melvin R. Weber, 
James A. Chandler, Dori A. Finley // 
Journal of teaching in travel & tourism 
: the offi  cial journal of ISTTE - Inter-
national Society of Travel and Tourism 
Educators. Vol. 11  (2011), No. 2, 
211-225
*education - plans and programs *education - 
students *tourism and informatics - other *East 
Asia and the Pacifi c
Th e potential for active online learning in 
Taiwanese tourism degree programs 
based on online educational experi-
ences of graduate students / Carol 
Y. Lu, Brendan T. Chen // Journal of 
teaching in travel & tourism : the offi  cial 
journal of ISTTE - International Society 
of Travel and Tourism Educators. Vol. 11 
(2011), No. 3, 271-288
*education - plans and programs *education - 
teaching faculty
Research productivity and institutional 
characteristics of hospitality and tou-
rism programs / Hoe "Andy" Lee, Rob 
Law // Journal of travel & tourism mar-
keting. Vol. 28 (2011), No. 4, 432-450
*education - plans and programs *research in 
tourism - general studies, monographs
Logies of tourismology: the need to 
include meta-theories in tourism curri-
cula / Jean-Noel Patrick L’espoir Deco-
sta, Alexander Grunewald // Journal of 
teaching in travel & tourism : the offi  cial 
journal of ISTTE - International Society 
of Travel and Tourism Educators. Vol. 11 
(2011), No. 3, 289-303
*education - students *consumer behaviour and 
experience *business tourism
A case for wanderlust: travel behaviors of 
college students / Peggy O. Shields // 
Journal of travel & tourism marketing. 
Vol. 28 (2011), No. 4, 369-387
*education - students *education - plans and 
programs
Integrating students in innovative rese-
arch and development-projects: case 
Pompeli / Annica Isacsson // Journal of 
teaching in travel & tourism : the offi  cial 
journal of ISTTE - International Society 
of Travel and Tourism Educators. Vol. 11 
(2011), No. 1, 131-146
Preparing hospitality and tourism stu-
dents to lead a diverse workforce / 
Mary Dawson, Jack A. Neal, Juan M. 
Madera // Journal of teaching in travel 
& tourism : the offi  cial journal of ISTTE 
- International Society of Travel and 
Tourism Educators. Vol. 11  (2011), No. 
2, 195-210
Using the theory of planned behavior 
to understand student attitudes and 
constraints toward attending fi eld trips 
/ Edmund Goh, Brent Ritchie // Journal 
of teaching in travel & tourism : the 
offi  cial journal of ISTTE - International 
Society of Travel and Tourism Educators. 
Vol. 11  (2011), No. 2, 179-194
*education - students *gender in tourism
Student team project: gender diff erences in 
team project experience and attitudes 
toward team-based work / Heejung Ro, 
Youngsoo Choi // Journal of teaching in 
travel & tourism : the offi  cial journal of 
ISTTE - International Society of Travel 
and Tourism Educators. Vol. 11  (2011), 
No. 2, 149-163
*education - students *image and brand *tourism 
destination - diverse aspects *Australia and 
Oceania
International education exchanges: 
exploratory case study of Australian-
based tertiary students’ incentives 
and barriers / Angeline Chew, W. Glen 
Croy // Journal of teaching in travel & 
tourism : the offi  cial journal of ISTTE 
- International Society of Travel and 
Tourism Educators. Vol. 11  (2011), No. 
3, 253-270
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*education - teaching faculty *educational 
institutions *East Asia and the Pacifi c
Th e construction of professional evalu-
ation instruments for hospitality 
teachers in Taiwan’s vocational schools 
/ Li-Yia Feng, Ya-Hui Su, Chao-Chin 
Yang // Journal of teaching in travel & 
tourism : the offi  cial journal of ISTTE 
- International Society of Travel and 
Tourism Educators. Vol. 11  (2011), No. 
3, 229-252
*employees in catering industry *education - 
general
Th e impact of training and development 
on employee job satisfaction, loyalty, 
and intent to stay in the lodging indus-
try / Wanda M. Costen, John Salazar // 
Journal of human resources in hospitali-
ty and tourism. Vol.  10 (2011), No. 3, 
273-284
*employees in catering industry *hotel industry 
*Cyprus
Effi  cacy of job and personal resources 
across psychological and behavioral 
outcomes in the hotel industry / Ugur 
Yavas, Osman M. Karatepe, Emin Ba-
bakus // Journal of human resources in 
hospitality and tourism. Vol.  10 (2011), 
No. 3, 304-314
*employees in catering industry *negative eff ects 
(mobing etc.) *hotel industry *Asia - Near and 
Middle East
Customer aggression, emotional exhaus-
tion, and hotel employee outcomes: a 
study in the United Arab Emirates / 
Osman M. Karatepe // Journal of travel 
& tourism marketing. Vol. 28 (2011), 
No. 3, 279-295
*employees in catering industry *tourism and 
employment
Th e infl uence of context orientation on 
job seeker perceptions of recruit-
ment, person-organization fi t, and job 
application intention in the hospital-
ity industry / Chih-Lun (Alan) Yen, 
Suzanne K. Murrmann, Kent F. Mur-
rmann // Journal of human resources in 
hospitality and tourism. Vol.  10 (2011), 
No. 3, 315-330
*employees *tourism and employment *East Asia 
and the Pacifi c
Critical issue aff ecting the service quality 
and professionalism of the tour guides 
in Hong Kong and Macau / Athena 
H.N. Mak, Kevin K.F. Wong, Richard 
C.Y. Chang // Tourism management :
research - policies - practice. Vol. 32 
(2011), No. 6, 1442-1452
*hotel industry *e-business
EDI and the Internet in the E-business era 
/ Collin D. Ramden, Jocelina Santos, 
Hyun Kyung Chatfi eld // Internatio-
nal journal of hospitality and tourism 
administration. Vol.10 (2009), No. 3, 
270-282
*managers *hotel industry *Australia and Oceania
Sustainable labor practices? Hotel human 
resource managers views on turnover 
and skill shortages / Michael C. G. Da-
vidson, Ying Wang // Journal of human 
resources in hospitality and tourism. Vol. 
10 (2011), No. 3, 235-253
*managers *island tourism
To distribute leadership or not? A lesson 
from the islands / Angela M. Benson, 
Deborah Blackman // Tourism manage-
ment : research - policies - practice. Vol. 
32 (2011), No. 5, 1141-1149
*negative eff ects (mobing etc.) *tourism and 
employment *internal organization of catering 
enterprise
Eff ects of organizational justice, trust and 
commitment on employees’ deviant 
behavior / Mahmut Demir // Anatolia : 
an international journal of tourism and 
hospitality research. Vol. 22 (2011), No. 
2, 204-221
*research in tourism - general studies, monographs 
*tourism statistics - specifi c issues
Diff usion patterns and knowledge 
networks: an inductive analysis of 
intellectual connections in multidis-
ciplinary tourism studies / Honggen 
Xiao, Mimi Li, Eliver Cheuk Ki Lin // 
Journal of travel & tourism marketing. 
Vol. 28 (2011), No. 4, 405-422
TOURISM AND ECONOMY
*air transportation *Asia
Low-cost carriers in Asia / Macy Marvel // 
Travel and tourism analyst. (2011), No. 
13, 1-54
*air transportation *consumer safety and security
Airports and airport security / Macy Mar-
vel // Travel and tourism analyst. (2011), 
No. 06, 1-46
*air transportation *preferences
Key drivers of airline loyalty / Sara Dolni-
car ... [et al.] // Tourism management :
research - policies - practice. Vol. 32 
(2011), No. 5, 1020-1026
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*air transportation *quality in tourism
Using a modifi ed grey relation method 
for improving airline service quality 
/ James J. H. Liou ... [et al.] // Tourism 
management : research - policies - prac-
tice. Vol. 32 (2011), No. 6, 1381-1388
 *air transportation *urban tourism
Th e eff ects of the LCC boom on the urban 
tourism fabric: the viewpoint of tou-
rism managers / Jose I. Castillo-Manza-
no, Lourdes Lopez-Valpuesta, Fernando 
Gonzalez-Laxe // Tourism management 
: research - policies - practice. Vol. 32 
(2011), No. 5, 1085-1095
*catering - complementary facilities *sustainable 
tourism *Europe
Eco-accommodation in Europe / Mike Ball 
// Travel and tourism analyst. (2011), 
No. 10, 1-54
*catering - general *tourism and employment 
*tourism and regional development *Germany
Die Bedeutung des bayerischen Gast-
gewerbes für den Arbeitsmarkt / 
Joachim Maschke // Jahrbuch für Frem-
denverkehr. Jahrgang 50 (2010), 7-21
*catering - nonaccommodation facilities *consumer 
behaviour and experience *preferences
An examination of food tourist’s behavior: 
using the modifi ed theory of reasoned 
action / Young Hoon Kim, MinCheol 
Kim, Ben K. Goh // Tourism manage-
ment : research - policies - practice. Vol. 
32 (2011), No. 5, 1159-1165
*catering - nonaccommodation facilities *consumer 
behaviour and experience
Smokers’ expectations on dining services: 
a qualitative study / Yan Huang, Joseph 
S. Chen // Anatolia : an international 
journal of tourism and hospitality rese-
arch. Vol. 22 (2011), No. 2, 252-259
*catering - nonaccommodation facilities 
*employees in catering industry *tips
Employee motivation and organizational 
commitment: a comparison of tipped 
and nontipped restaurant employe-
es / Catherine R. Curtis, Randall S. 
Upchurch, Denver E. Severt // Interna-
tional journal of hospitality and tourism 
administration. Vol.10 (2009), No. 3, 
253-269
*catering - nonaccommodation facilities 
*franchising *North America
Does franchising create value? An analysis 
of the fi nancial performance of US 
public restaurant fi rms / E. Hachemi 
Alouche, Udo Schlentrich // Interna-
tional journal of hospitality and tourism 
administration. Vol.10 (2009), No. 2, 
93-108
*catering enterprise *human resources *East Africa 
and Indian Ocean islands
Th e role of human resource systems and 
competitive strategies in hospitality 
organizational performance in Kenya 
/ Fwaya Erick Onyango ... [et al.] // 
International journal of hospitality and 
tourism administration. Vol.10 (2009), 
No. 2, 174-194
*catering enterprise *web pages
Understanding meeting planners’ inter-
net use behavior: an extension to the 
theory of planned behavior / Woo Jin 
Lee, Hwan-Suk Chris Choi // Interna-
tional journal of hospitality and tourism 
administration. Vol.10 (2009), No. 2, 
109-128
*cruising *employees *Australia and Oceania
Visitor management practices and op-
erational sustainability: expedition 
cruising in the Kimberley, Australia / 
Pascal Scherrer, Amanda J. Smith, Ross 
K. Dowling // Tourism management : 
research - policies - practice. Vol. 32 
(2011), No. 5, 1218-1222
*entrepreneurship *catering enterprise
An empirical study of corporate entrepre-
neurship in hospitality companies / 
Lan Li, Eliza Ching-Yick Tse, Jing-Ling 
Zhao // International journal of hospita-
lity and tourism administration. Vol.10 
(2009), No. 3, 213-231
*hotel industry *employees *Albania
Th e eff ects of involvement and social 
support on frontline employee out-
comer: evidence from the Albanian 
hotel industry / Osman M. Karatepe // 
International journal of hospitality and 
tourism administration. Vol.10 (2009), 
No. 4, 326-343
*hotel industry *Asia - Near and Middle East
Th e Middle Eastern hotel sector / Macy 
Marvel // Travel and tourism analyst. 
(2011), No. 08, 1-58
*hotel industry *ecology - specifi c issues *managers
Environmental uncertainty and scanning 
behavior: an assessment of top-level 
hotel executives / Giri Jogaratnam, Kev-
in K. E. Wong // International journal of 
hospitality and tourism administration. 
Vol.10 (2009), No. 1, 44-67
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*hotel industry *effi  ciency of catering enterprise
Improving hotel efi ciency through 
integration of service and project 
management cultures / Marta Sinclair, 
Carl Sinclair // International journal of 
hospitality and tourism administration. 
Vol.10 (2009), No. 4, 344-360
*hotel industry *investments
Lodging REIT performance and compari-
son with other equity REIT returns / 
Leonard A. Jackson // International jour-
nal of hospitality and tourism adminis-
tration. Vol.10 (2009), No. 4, 296-325
*hotel industry *North America
Boutique hotels in the US / Macy Marvel // 
Travel and tourism analyst. (2011), No. 
12, 1-47
*hotel industry *e-business *North America
Examination of contingency, innovation 
adoption, and channel power theory 
relating to electronic distribution 
channels in the U.S. lodging industry: 
an integrated view / Bomi Kang, K. 
Pearl Brewer // International journal of 
hospitality and tourism administration. 
Vol.10 (2009), No. 1, 3-24
*hotel industry *management of catering enterprise
Important elements of hotel-meeting plan-
ner contracts: an exploratory study / 
George Fenich, Harsha Chacko, Marcia 
Taylor // International journal of hospi-
tality and tourism administration. Vol.10 
(2009), No. 4, 283-295
*inbound tourism *social and economical 
planning and forecasting, trends - methods and 
instruments *Australia and Oceania
Modelling Australian domestic and inter-
national inbound travel: a spatial-
temporal approach / Minfeng- Deng, 
George Arthanasopoulos // Tourism 
management : research - policies - prac-
tice. Vol. 32 (2011), No. 5, 1075-1084
*inbound tourism *tourism economics *Germany
Die Bedeutung von Übernachtungsgästen 
aus dem Ausland für den Tourismus in 
Deutschland / Norbert Todter, Manfred 
Zeiner, Bernhard Harrer // Jahrbuch für 
Fremdenverkehr. Jahrgang 50 (2010), 
39-54
*management of catering enterprise
Decision-making tactics and contex-
tual features: strategic, tactical and 
operational implications / Robert J. 
Harrington, Michael C. Ottenbacher // 
International journal of hospitality and 
tourism administration. Vol.10 (2009), 
No. 1, 25-43
*outbound tourism *East Asia and the Pacifi c
Incorporating both positive and negative 
association rules into the analysis of 
outbound tourism in Hong Kong / 
Gang Li ... [et al.] // Journal of travel & 
tourism marketing. Vol. 27 (2010), No. 
8, 812-828
*outbound tourism *Germany
Germany outbound / Suzie Shore // Travel 
and tourism analyst. (2011), No. 14, 
1-48
*outbound tourism *North America
Canada outbound / Suzie Shore // Travel 
and tourism analyst. (2011), No. 03, 
1-50
*outbound tourism *social and economical 
planning and forecasting, trends - methods and 
instruments *East Asia and the Pacifi c
Identifying changes and trends in Hong 
Kong outbound tourism / Rob Law ... 
[et al.] // Tourism management : research 
- policies - practice. Vol. 32 (2011), No. 
5, 1106-1114
*small and medium entrepreneurship
Understanding small fi rms in tourism: 
a perspective on research trends and 
challenges / Rhodri Th omas, Gareth 
Shaw, Stephen J. Page // Tourism mana-
gement : research - policies - practice. 
Vol. 32 (2011), No. 5, 963-976
*technical and technological aspects of catering 
enterprise *hotel industry *Norway
What are the drivers for innovative beha-
vior in frontline jobs? A study of the 
hospitality industry in Norway / Terje 
Slatten, Mehmet Mehmetoglu // Journal 
of human resources in hospitality and 
tourism. Vol.  10 (2011), No. 3, 254-272
*technical and technological aspects of catering 
enterprise *segmentation *tourism and informatics 
- other
Innovation in the tourism industry: the 
case of Tourism@ / Benedicte Alde-
bert, Rani J. Dang, Christian Longhi // 
Tourism management : research - poli-
cies - practice. Vol. 32 (2011), No. 5, 
1204-1213
*tourism and employment *guides, interpreters 
*Poland *United Kingdom
Employment experiences of Polish mi-
grant workers in the UK hospitality 
sector / Hania Janta ... [et al.] // Tourism 
management : research - policies - prac-
tice. Vol. 32 (2011), No. 5, 1006-1019
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 *tourism and employment
Exploring tourism labor / Adele Ladkin // 
Annals of Tourism Research : a Social 
Sciences Journal. Vol.  38 (2011), No. 3, 
1135-1155
*tourism and enterprise *Australia and Oceania
Strategic motives for alliance formation 
in the travel sector of tourism / Jaloni 
Pansiri // International journal of hospi-
tality and tourism administration. Vol.10 
(2009), No. 2, 143-173
*tourism economics *outbound tourism *East Asia 
and the Pacifi c
China outbound / Linda Haden // Travel 
and tourism analyst. (2011), No. 05, 
1-52
Indonesia outbound / Linda Haden // 
Travel and tourism analyst. (2011), No. 
11, 1-50
*tourism economics *tourism destination - diverse 
aspects *tourism and regional development *East 
Asia and the Pacifi c
Measuring tourism spillover eff ects among 
cities: improvement of the gap model 
and a case study of the Yangtze River 
Delta / Shian Li ... [et al.] // Journal of 
China tourism research. Vol.   7 (2011), 
No. 2, 184-206
*transport
Th e evolution of slow travel / Kevin Mil-
lington // Travel and tourism analyst. 
(2011), No. 04, 1-52
*travel agencies - general *reservation and 
distribution systems *Greece
Nova dinamika u sektoru turističkih agen-
cija: primjer Grčke / Paris Tsartas ... [et 
al.] // Acta turistica. Vol. 23 (2011), No. 
1, 49-71
*travel agencies *research in tourism *North 
America
Travel agency threats and opportunities: 
the perspective of successful owners / 
Laura Jane Lawton, David Bruce Weaver 
// International journal of hospitality and 
tourism administration. Vol.10 (2009), 
No. 1, 68-92
TOURISM MARKET
*consumer behaviour and experience *psychology 
of tourism
Determining the factors aff ecting the 
memorable nature of travel experiences 
/ Jong-Hyeong Kim // Journal of travel 
& tourism marketing. Vol. 27 (2010), 
No. 8, 780-796
*consumer behaviour and experience *senior 
citizens’ tourism
Investigating the memorable experiences 
of the senior travel market: an exami-
nation of the reminiscence bump / 
Vincent Wing Sun Tung, J. R. Brent 
Ritchie // Journal of travel & tourism 
marketing. Vol. 28 (2011), No. 3, 331-
343
*consumer behaviour and experience *specifi c 
attractions *South Africa
Changes on traditional livelihood activi-
ties and lifestyles caused by tourism 
development in the Okavango Delta, 
Botswana / Joseph E. Mbaiwa // 
Tourism management : research - poli-
cies - practice. Vol. 32 (2011), No. 5, 
1050-1060
*consumer behaviour and experience
Packing for touristic performances / Ken-
neth F. Hydee, Karin Olesen // Annals 
of Tourism Research : a Social Sciences 
Journal. Vol.  38 (2011), No. 3, 900-919
*destination marketing *state and quasi-state 
tourist bodies (and organs) *competitiveness 
*South Africa
Competitiveness of Southern African 
development community as a tou-
rist destination / Haretsebe Manwa // 
Tourism analysis : an interdisciplinary 
journal. Vol. 16 (2011), No. 1, 77-86
*destination marketing *tourism and informatics - 
other *North America
Travel personae of American pleasure 
travelers: a network analysis / Sangwon 
Park ... [et al.] // Journal of travel & 
tourism marketing. Vol. 27 (2010), No. 
8, 797-811
*marketing in tourism - instruments *hotel 
industry *Asia - Near and Middle East
Implementation of internal marketing on 
a sample of Egyptian fi ve-star hotels / 
Ashraf Tag-Eldeen, Osman Ahmed El-
Said // Anatolia : an international journal 
of tourism and hospitality research. Vol. 
22 (2011), No. 2, 153-167
*marketing in tourism - instruments *hotel 
industry *web pages *East Asia and the Pacifi c
Investigation of social media marketing : 
how does the hotel industry in Hong 
Kong perform in marketing on social 
media websites? / Nga Ling Chan, Ba-
sak Denizci Guillet // Journal of travel & 
tourism marketing. Vol. 28 (2011), No. 
4, 345-368
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*segmentation *specifi c attractions *motivations 
*East Asia and the Pacifi c
Segmenting visitors to battlefi eld sites: 
international visitors to the former 
demilitarized zone in Vietnam / Diem-
Trinh Th i Le, Douglas G. Pearce // 
Journal of travel & tourism marketing. 
Vol. 28 (2011), No. 4, 451-463
*tourism and prices - general *tourism and culture, 
arts
Monetary and non-monetary eff orts for 
leisure activities / Juan L. Nicolau // 
Annals of Tourism Research : a Social 
Sciences Journal. Vol.  38 (2011), No. 3, 
801-819
*tourism and prices - specifi c issues *consumer 
behaviour and experience
Fairness of prices, user fee policy and 
willingness to pay among visitors to a 
national forest / Jin Young Chung ... [et 
al.] // Tourism management : research - 
policies - practice. Vol. 32 (2011), No. 5, 
1038-1046
*tourism destination - diverse aspects *tourism and 
regional development *Germany
Die vollintegrierte Destinationsorganisa-
tion Ammergauer Alpen GmbH - eine 
Innovation, die Innovationen auf den 
Weg bringt / Jörg Christöphler, Gerhard 
Wild // Jahrbuch für Fremdenverkehr. 
Jahrgang 50 (2010), 83-90
*tourism destination - diverse aspects *tourism 
economics
Scaling, territoriality, and networks of a 
tourism place / Pieter Terhorst, Hilal 
Erkus-Ozturk // Anatolia : an interna-
tional journal of tourism and hospitality 
research. Vol. 22 (2011), No. 2, 168-183
*tourism destination - diverse aspects
Power dimensions and infl uence reputa-
tion in tourist destinations: empirical 
evidence from a network of actors and 
stakeholders / Pietro Beritelli, Chris-
tian Laesser // Tourism management 
: research - policies - practice. Vol. 32 
(2011), No. 6, 1299-1309
*tourist demand - general and characteristics 
*segmentation *preferences *East Asia and the 
Pacifi c *Australia and Oceania
Mainland Chinese tourists to Hawaii: 
their characteristics and preferences / 
Jerome Agrusa, Samuel Seongseop Kim, 
Kuo-Ching Wang // Journal of travel & 
tourism marketing. Vol. 28 (2011), No. 
3, 261-278
*tourist demand - general and characteristics 
*tourist expenditure - general and characteristics 
*Germany
Gästepotenzial und Zahlungsbereitschaft 
für nachhaltige Reiseangebote im 
Deutschzland-Tourismus / Kersten 
Heinsohn, Regina Püschel // Jahrbuch 
für Fremdenverkehr. Jahrgang 50 (2010), 
55-82
*tourist supply - general and characteristics 
*Australia and Oceania
Management models and diff erential 
agency challenges arising in Australian 
multi-titled tourism accommodation 
properties / Kelly Cassidy, Chris Guild-
ing // Tourism management : research 
- policies - practice. Vol. 32 (2011), No. 
6, 1271-1281
TOURISM AND SOCIETY
*decisions *elasticity of tourist demand *tourism 
statistics - theory and methodological problems
Representing tourists’ heterogeneous 
choices of destination and travel party 
with an integrated latent class and 
nested logit model / Lingling Wu, Junyi 
Zhang, Akimasa Fujiwara // Tourism 
management : research - policies - prac-
tice. Vol. 32 (2011), No. 6, 1407-1413
*decisions *tourism and prices - general *tourism 
and culture, arts
Diff erentiated price loss aversion in des-
tination choice: the eff ect of tourists’ 
cultural interest / Juan L. Nicolau // 
Tourism management : research - poli-
cies - practice. Vol. 32 (2011), No. 5, 
1186-1195
*ethics in tourism *UNWTO
Der Globale Ethikkodex für Tourismus 
der Welttourismusorganisation der 
Vereinten Nationen / Helmut Krüger // 
Jahrbuch für Fremdenverkehr. Jahrgang 
50 (2010), 91-101
*ethics in tourism
Consulting ethics / William G. Feighery // 
Annals of Tourism Research : a Social 
Sciences Journal. Vol.  38 (2011), No. 3, 
1031-1050
*history of travel and tourism *sociology of tourism
Infl uence of history in the encounter 
of guests and hosts / Maximiliano E. 
Korstanje // Anatolia : an international 
journal of tourism and hospitality re-
search. Vol. 22 (2011), No. 2, 282-285
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*image and brand *destination marketing 
*tourism destination - diverse aspects
Th e infl uence of image on destination 
attractiveness / Dobee Kim, Richard 
R. Perdue // Journal of travel & tou-
rism marketing. Vol. 28 (2011), No. 3, 
225-239
*image and brand *preferences
Brand equity, brand loyalty and consumer 
satisfaction / Junghyeon Nam, Yuksel 
Ekinci, Georgina Whyatt // Annals of 
Tourism Research : a Social Sciences 
Journal. Vol.  38 (2011), No. 3, 1009-
1030
Th e relevance of visitors’ nation brand 
embeddedness and personality congru-
ence for nation brand identifi cation, 
visit intentions and advocacy / Nicola 
E. Stokburger-Sauer // Tourism manage-
ment : research - policies - practice. Vol. 
32 (2011), No. 6, 1282-1289
*image and brand *tourism and informatics - 
other *tourism and regional development *East 
Asia and the Pacifi c
Visitor and resident images of Qingdao, 
China, as a tourism destination / 
Shiaojun Ji, Geoff rey Wall // Journal of 
China tourism research. Vol.   7 (2011), 
No. 2, 207-228
*image and brand *tourism destination - diverse 
aspects *addictions, diseases and risks *South 
Africa
Destination branding in Zimbabwe: from 
crisis to recovery / Joram Ndlovu, 
Ernie T. Heath // Tourism analysis : an 
interdisciplinary journal. Vol. 16 (2011), 
No. 1, 87-97
*image and brand *tourism destination - diverse 
aspects *satisfaction *decisions
Th e relationships of destination image, 
satisfaction, and behavioral inten-
tions: an integrated model / Chun-yang 
Wang, Maxwell K. Hsu // Journal of 
travel & tourism marketing. Vol. 27 
(2010), No. 8, 829-843
*motivations *tourist demand - general and 
characteristics
What drives people to travel: integrating 
the tourist motivation paradigms / 
Yong Chen, Barry Mak, Bob McKercher 
// Journal of China tourism research. 
Vol.   7 (2011), No. 2, 120-136
*psychology of tourism *travel risks *decisions
Th e fear of traveling: a new perspective for 
tourism and hospitality / Maximiliano 
E. Korstanje // Anatolia : an internatio-
nal journal of tourism and hospitality 
research. Vol. 22 (2011), No. 2, 222-233
*psychology of tourism *web pages *consumer 
behaviour and experience
Personalisation-privacy paradox: the ef-
fects of personalisation and privacy 
assurance on customer responses to 
travel web sites / Chung Hun Lee, Da-
vid A. Cranage // Tourism management : 
research - policies - practice. Vol. 32 
(2011), No. 5, 987-994
*satisfaction *destination marketing
Istraživanje utjecaja zadovoljstva posje-
titelja na vjernost određenoj destinaci-
ji / Evangelos Christou // Acta turistica. 
Vol. 23 (2011), No. 1, 7-25
*satisfaction *quality in tourism
Eff ects of dissatisfaction in tourist servi-
ces: the role of anger and regret / Isabel 
Sanchez-Garcia, Rafael Curras-Perez // 
Tourism management : research - poli-
cies - practice. Vol. 32 (2011), No. 6, 
1397-1406
*sociology of tourism *crime *psychology of tourism
Psychoanalytic sociology of deviant tou-
rist behavior / Natan Uriely, Yael Ram, 
Ayala Malach-Pines // Annals of Tourism 
Research : a Social Sciences Journal. Vol.  
38 (2011), No. 3, 1051-1069
*sociology of tourism *host population *satisfaction
Developing a community support model 
for tourism / Robin Nunkoo, Haywan-
tee Ramkissoon // Annals of Tourism 
Research : a Social Sciences Journal. Vol.  
38 (2011), No. 3, 964-988
*sociology of tourism *preferences *examples
Intelligent systems in tourism : a social 
science perspective / Ulrike Gretzel // 
Annals of Tourism Research : a Social 
Sciences Journal. Vol.  38 (2011), No. 3, 
757-779
*sociology of tourism *tourism and philosophy
Non-human agency, radical ontology and 
tourism realities / Carina Ren // Annals 
of Tourism Research : a Social Sciences 
Journal. Vol.  38 (2011), No. 3, 858-881
*sports *motivations *consumer behaviour and 
experience *Slovenia
Statističke razlike između slovenskih 
sportskih turista i slovenskih turista 
čija su putovanja motivirana drugim 
razlozima / Nataša Slak Valek, Gregor 
Jurak, Jakob Bednarik // Acta turistica. 
Vol. 23 (2011), No. 1, 73-95
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*timesharing
Consumer value and self-image congru-
ency at diff erent stages of timeshare 
ownership / Beverly Sparks, Graham 
Bradley, Gayle Jennings // Tourism ma-
nagement : research - policies - practice. 
Vol. 32 (2011), No. 5, 1176-1185
*tourism and philosophy *tourism and social 
psychology
Hopeful tourism : a new transformative 
perspective / Annette Pritchard, Nigel 
Morgan, Irena Ateljevic // Annals of 
Tourism Research : a Social Sciences 
Journal. Vol.  38 (2011), No. 3, 941-963
*travel risks *summer-holiday tourism *East Asia 
and the Pacifi c
Hong Kong residents’ adoption of risk 
reduction strategies in leisure travel / 
Ada S. Lo, Catherine Cheung, Rob Law 
// Journal of travel & tourism marketing. 
Vol. 28 (2011), No. 3, 240-260
TOURISM AND SPACE
*AIDS, SARS etc. *tourism - health - sports *Asia
Th e reaction of elderly Asian tourists to 
avian infl uenza and SARS / Chung-
Chieh Lee, Chih-Jen Chen // Tourism 
management : research - policies - prac-
tice. Vol. 32 (2011), No. 6, 1421-1422
*climate *air transportation *consumer behaviour 
and experience
Binge fl ying : behavioural addiction and 
climate change / Scott A. Cohen, James 
E.S. Higham, Christina T. Cavaliere // 
Annals of Tourism Research : a Social 
Sciences Journal. Vol.  38 (2011), No. 3, 
1070-1089
*climate *perceptions *Northern Europe
Tourist perceptions of summer weather 
in Scandinavia / Jon Martin Denstadli, 
Jens Kr. Steen Jacobsen, Martin Lohm-
ann // Annals of Tourism Research : a 
Social Sciences Journal. Vol.  38 (2011), 
No. 3, 920-940
*host population attitudes *satisfaction
Can welcoming residents increase tourist 
satisfaction? / Patricia Oom do Valle ... 
[et al.] // Anatolia : an international jour-
nal of tourism and hospitality research. 
Vol. 22 (2011), No. 2, 260-277
*natural disasters *image and brand *tourism desti-
nation - diverse aspects *Australia and Oceania
Th e tourism market’s response to the 2009 
Black Saturday bushfi res: the case of 
Gippsland / Gabrielle Walters, Valoerie 
Clulow // Journal of travel & tourism 
marketing. Vol. 27 (2010), No. 8, 844-
857
*relief (and beaches) *accessibility *tourism and 
prices - specifi c issues *hotel industry
Th e eff ects of beach characteristics and 
location with respect to hotel prices 
/ Ricard Rigall-Torrent ... [et al.] // 
Tourism management : research - poli-
cies - practice. Vol. 32 (2011), No. 5, 
1150-1158
TOURISM POLICY AND 
ORGANIZATION
*investments *state and tourism - general and 
implementation *East Asia and the Pacifi c
Government intervention in investment by 
Chinese listed companies that have di-
versifi ed into tourism / Caiping Wang, 
Honggang Xu // Tourism management 
: research - policies - practice. Vol. 32 
(2011), No. 6, 1371-1380
*regional integrations *East Asia and the Pacifi c 
*Australia and Oceania
A model of ASEAN collaboration in tou-
rism / Emma P.Y. Wong, Nina Misti-
lis, Larry Dwyer // Annals of Tourism 
Research : a Social Sciences Journal. Vol.  
38 (2011), No. 3, 882-899
*revenue aspects *competitiveness *Germany 
*Austria
Einfl uss der Neuregelung der Mehrwert-
steuer auf die Ertragslage und Wet-
twerbsfähigkeit der deutschen Hotel-
lerie im Vergleich zuÖsterreich / Heiko 
Rainer // Jahrbuch für Fremdenverkehr. 
Jahrgang 50 (2010), 23-38
*revenue aspects *other incentives
Taxing tourism and subsidizing non-tou-
rism: a welfare-enhancing solution to 
"Dutch disease"? / Li Sheng // Tourism 
management : research - policies - prac-
tice. Vol. 32 (2011), No. 5, 1223-1228
*state and tourism - general and implementation 
*Greece
Complexity in tourism policies : a cogniti-
ve mapping approach / Ioanna Farsari, 
Richard W. Butler, Edith Szivas // Annals 
of Tourism Research : a Social Sciences 
Journal. Vol.  38 (2011), No. 3, 1110-
1134
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*tourism publicity and information - general 
*tourist information centres *tourism and 
informatics - other *surveys
Perceptions of tourism promotion and 
business challenges: a survey-based 
comparison of tourism businesses and 
promotion organizations / Rebekka 
M. Dudensing, David W. Hughes, 
Martin Shields // Tourism management 
: research - policies - practice. Vol. 32 
(2011), No. 6, 1453-1462
STATISTICS AND FORECASTING IN 
TOURISM
*reservation and distribution systems *hotel 
industry
Th e impact of online reviews on hotel 
booking intentions and perception 
of trust / Beverly A. Sparks, Victoria 
Browning // Tourism management : 
research - policies - practice. Vol. 32 
(2011), No. 6, 1310-1323
*social and economical planning and forecasting, 
trends - general *bibliographies
Th e methodogical progress of tourism 
demand forecasting: a review of related 
literature / Carey Goh, Rob Law // 
Journal of travel & tourism marketing. 
Vol. 28 (2011), No. 3, 296-317
*social and economical planning and forecasting, 
trends - general
Tourist arrival forecasting by evolutionary 
fuzzy systems / Esmaeil Hadavandi ... 
[et al.] // Tourism management : research 
- policies - practice. Vol. 32 (2011), No. 
5, 1196-1203
*social and economical planning and forecasting, 
trends - methods and instruments *outbound 
tourism *East Asia and the Pacifi c *Australia and 
Oceania
Predicting intended and actual travel 
behaviors: an examination of Chinese 
outbound tourists to Australia / Ivy 
Chow, Peter Murphy // Journal of travel 
& tourism marketing. Vol. 28 (2011), 
No. 3, 318-330
*social and economical planning and forecasting, 
trends - methods and instruments *state and 
tourism - general and implementation
Planning and developing tourism within 
a public sector quagmire: lessons 
from and for small countries / Adrian 
Devine, Frances Devine // Tourism man-
agement : research - policies - practice. 
Vol. 32 (2011), No. 6, 1253-1261
*social and economical planning and forecasting, 
trends - methods and instruments *tourist demand 
- general and characteristics *East Asia and the 
Pacifi c
A piecewise linear approach to modeling 
and forecasting demand for Macau 
tourism / Fong-Lin Chu // Tourism 
management : research - policies - prac-
tice. Vol. 32 (2011), No. 6, 1414-1420
*tourism and informatics - other *consumer 
behaviour and experience
Travelers’ social identifi cation and mem-
bership behaviors in online travel 
community / Hailin Qu, Haeyoung 
Lee // Tourism management : research - 
policies - practice. Vol. 32 (2011), No. 6, 
1262-1270
*web pages *marketing in tourism - instruments
Web-based GIS in tourism information 
search: perceptions, tasks, and trip at-
tributes / Grace Chang, Lowell Caneday 
// Tourism management : research - poli-
cies - practice. Vol. 32 (2011), No. 6, 
1435-1437
*web pages *tourism and politics, peace, war 
*South and Central Asia
Narrating political history about contested 
space : tourism websites of India’s 
Northeast / Vrushali Patil // Annals of 
Tourism Research : a Social Sciences 
Journal. Vol.  38 (2011), No. 3, 989-
1008
*web pages *travel agents - retailers
A strategic website evaluation of online 
travel agencies / Wen-Chih Chiou, 
Chin-Chao Lin, Chyuan Perng // 
Tourism management : research - poli-
cies - practice. Vol. 32 (2011), No. 6, 
1463-1473
TYPES OF TOURISM
*adventure tourism (diving, whale-watching, 
bird-watching) *wildlife tourism *heritage tourism 
*Australia and Oceania
Canyoning adventure recreation in the 
Blue Mountains World Heritage Area 
(Australia): the canyoners and canyo-
ning trends over the last decade / Nigel 
Hardiman, Shelley Burgin // Tourism 
management : research - policies - prac-
tice. Vol. 32 (2011), No. 6, 1324-1331
*adventure tourism (diving, whale-watching, 
bird-watching)
Adventure tourism in Africa / Kevin Mil-
lington // Travel and tourism analyst. 
(2011), No. 16, 1-50
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*business tourism *exhibitions, fairs *East Asia 
and the Pacifi c
A study of inbound business tourists’ 
shopping behavior and infl uencing 
factors - a case study of the Canton 
Fair in Guangzhou / Qiuju Luo, 
Xiangyu Lu // Journal of China tourism 
research. Vol.   7 (2011), No. 2, 137-167
*congress tourism *image and brand *East Asia 
and the Pacifi c
An analysis of image and loyalty in 
convention and exhibition tourism in 
China / Tracy (Ying) Lu, Liping A. Cai 
// Event management : an international 
journal. Vol. 15 (2011), No. 1, 37-48
*congress tourism *web pages *East Asia and the 
Pacifi c
Evaluation of web site performance: Ko-
rean convention centers / Lisa Hyun-
jung Kim, David Njite // Internatio-
nal journal of hospitality and tourism 
administration. Vol.10 (2009), No. 3, 
232-252
*domestic and ethnic tourism *Asia - Near and 
Middle East
Domestic tourism in Iran / Zahed Ghaderi 
// Anatolia : an international journal of 
tourism and hospitality research. Vol. 22 
(2011), No. 2, 278-281
*festivals *consumer behaviour and experience 
*psychology of tourism
Th e role of social identifi cation and hedo-
nism in aff ecting tourist er-patronizing 
behaviours: the case of an Italian festi-
val / Silvia Grappi, Fabrizio Montanari // 
Tourism management : research - poli-
cies - practice. Vol. 32 (2011), No. 5, 
1128-1140
*festivals *fi lms, audio-video cassettes *satisfaction 
*quality in tourism
Service quality dimensions perceived by 
fi lm vestival visitors / Jowon Park, 
Gutok Lee, Minkyung Park // Event 
management : an international journal. 
Vol. 15 (2011), No. 1, 49-61
*festivals *image and brand *history of travel and 
tourism - up to World War I *North America
A history of Quebec - branded: the staging 
of the New France Festival / Alexan-
dra Arellano // Event management : an 
international journal. Vol. 15 (2011), 
No. 1, 1-12
*festivals *motivations
A taste of tourism: visitors’ motivations 
to attend a food festival / Wanching 
Chang, Jingxue (Jessica) Yuan // Event 
management : an international journal. 
Vol. 15 (2011), No. 1, 13-23
*health tourism *decisions *tourism destination - 
diverse aspects *Asia - Near and Middle East
Decisive factors in medical tourism desti-
nation choice: a case study of Isfahan, 
Iran and fertility treatments / Farhad 
Moghimehfar, Mohammad Hossein 
Nasr-Esfahani // Tourism management 
: research - policies - practice. Vol. 32 
(2011), No. 6, 1431-1434
*health tourism *East Asia and the Pacifi c
Medical tourism development in Hong 
Kong: an assessment of the barriers / 
Vincent C.S. Heung, Deniz Kucukusta, 
Haiyan Song // Tourism management 
: research - policies - practice. Vol. 32 
(2011), No. 5, 995-1005
*health tourism *motivations *East Asia and 
the Pacifi c
Motivations and experiences of Mainland 
Chinese medical tourists in Hong 
Kong / Ben Haobin Ye, Hanqin Zhang 
Qiu, Peter P. Yuen // Tourism manage-
ment : research - policies - practice. Vol. 
32 (2011), No. 5, 1125-1127
*heritage tourism *domestic and ethnic tourism 
*tourism and culture, arts *Dalmatia
Domaća kulturna potražnja: analiza 
slučaja Splitsko-dalmatinske županije / 
Renata Tomljenović, Zvjezdana Hendija, 
Mili Razović // Acta turistica. Vol. 23 
(2011), No. 1, 28-48
*heritage tourism *tourism and anthropology 
*North America
Th e demand for Mi’kmaw cultural tour-
ism: tourist perspectives / Mary-Frances 
Lynch ... [et al.] // Tourism management : 
research - policies - practice. Vol. 32 
(2011), No. 5, 977-986
*heritage tourism *tourism and culture, arts
Cultural tourism: a neglected dimension 
of tourism industry / Tacgey Debes // 
Anatolia : an international journal of 
tourism and hospitality research. Vol. 22 
(2011), No. 2, 234-251
*heritage tourism *tourism and politics, peace, war 
*motivations
Motives for a secular pilgrimage to the 
Gallipoli battlefi elds / Kenneth F. 
Hyde, Serhat Harman // Tourism man-
agement : research - policies - practice. 
Vol. 32 (2011), No. 6, 1343-1351
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*heritage tourism *tourism in developing countries
Equity restoration, the Holocaust and 
tourism of sacred sites / Jeff rey S. Po-
doshen, James M. Hunt // Tourism man-
agement : research - policies - practice. 
Vol. 32 (2011), No. 6, 1332-1342
*heritage tourism *tourism statistics - theory and 
methodological problems
Applying the caption evaluation method 
to studies of visitors’ evaluation of 
historical districts / Taketo Naoi ... [et 
al.] // Tourism management : research - 
policies - practice. Vol. 32 (2011), No. 5, 
1061-1074
*heritage tourism *volunteer tourism *motivations
Sought experiences at (dark) heritage sites 
/ Avital Biran, Yaniv Poria, Gila Oren // 
Annals of Tourism Research : a Social 
Sciences Journal. Vol.  38 (2011), No. 3, 
820-841
*mega-events *consumer behaviour and experience 
*East Asia and the Pacifi c
A study on fl ow experience structures: en-
hancement or death, prospects for the 
Korean Wave / Tae Hee Lee, Jae Kyung 
Yoo // Journal of travel & tourism mar-
keting. Vol. 28 (2011), No. 4, 423-431
*mega-events *education - students *consumer 
behaviour and experience
Sporting events and the use of alcohol 
by university students: managing 
the risks / Shane Pegg, Ian Patterson, 
Megan Axelsen // Event management : 
an international journal. Vol. 15 (2011), 
No. 1, 63-75
*mega-events *examples
Segmenting event attenders based on 
travel distance, frequency of atten-
dance, and involvement measures: 
a cluster segmentation technique / 
Rodney B. Warnick ... [et al.] // Event 
management : an international journal. 
Vol. 15 (2011), No. 1, 77-90
*mega-events *marketing in tourism - instruments
Measuring event-brand congruence / Jan 
Drengner, Steff en Jahn, Cornelia Zanger 
// Event management : an international 
journal. Vol. 15 (2011), No. 1, 25-36
*mega-events *specifi c attractions *East Asia and 
the Pacifi c
Urban morphology and tourism planning: 
exploring the City Wall in Pingyao, 
China / Feifan (Philip) Xie, Kai Gu // 
Journal of China tourism research. Vol.   
7 (2011), No. 2, 229-242
*mega-events *sports
Th e impact of mega-sport events on 
tourist arrivals / Johan Fourie, Maria 
Santana-Gallego // Tourism management 
: research - policies - practice. Vol. 32 
(2011), No. 6, 1364-1370
*mega-events *tourism in developing countries 
*East Asia and the Pacifi c
Mega-events as drivers of community par-
ticipation in developing countries: the 
case of Shanghai World Expo / Lucio 
Lamberti ... [et al.] // Tourism manage-
ment : research - policies - practice. Vol. 
32 (2011), No. 6, 1474-1483
*mountain tourism *satisfaction *psychology of 
tourism
Personality, basic emotions, and satisfac-
tion: primary emotions in the moun-
taineering experience / Rita Faullant, 
Kurt Matzler, Todd A. Mooradian // 
Tourism management : research - poli-
cies - practice. Vol. 32 (2011), No. 6, 
1423-1430
*organized tourism *elasticity of tourist demand 
*segmentation
An alternate approach to modeling the 
slack season provision of guided touris 
to tourists / Amitrajeet A. Batabyal, 
Hamid Beladi // Tourism management 
: research - policies - practice. Vol. 32 
(2011), No. 5, 1047-1049
*package tours *e-business *Austria
Succesfully selling accommodation packa-
ges at online auctions - the case of 
eBay Austria / Mathias Fuchs, Alexander 
Eybl, Wolfram Hopken // Tourism man-
agement : research - policies - practice. 
Vol. 32 (2011), No. 5, 1166-1175
*package tours *satisfaction *East Asia and the 
Pacifi c
Th e impact of tour quality and tourist sa-
tisfaction on tourist loyalty: the case of 
Chinese tourists in Korea / Sangjae Lee, 
Sungil Jeon, Doyoung Kim // Tourism 
management : research - policies - prac-
tice. Vol. 32 (2011), No. 5, 1115-1124
*physical resources *heritage tourism *Africa
Africa’s natural heritage: trouble in para-
dise or new opportunities in a world 
looking for experiences and authentic-
ity? / Karel Werdler // Tourism analysis : 
an interdisciplinary journal. Vol. 16 
(2011), No. 1, 57-66
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*rural tourism *East Asia and the Pacifi c
Rural tourism in China / Baoren Su // 
Tourism management : research - poli-
cies - practice. Vol. 32 (2011), No. 6, 
1438-1441
*rural tourism *event tourism *Hungary
Implementing integrated rural tourism: an 
event-based approach / Emese Panyik, 
Carlos Costa, Tamara Ratz // Tourism 
management : research - policies - prac-
tice. Vol. 32 (2011), No. 6, 1352-1363
*rural tourism *host population attitudes *Turkey
Socio-economic eff ects of agri-tourism on 
local communities in Turkey: the case 
of Aglasun / Serdar Karabati ... [et al.] // 
International journal of hospitality and 
tourism administration. Vol.10 (2009), 
No. 2, 129-142
*scientifi c tourism *Europe
Educational tourism in Europe / Helga 
Loverseed // Travel and tourism analyst. 
(2011), No. 07, 1-49
*senior citizens’ tourism *consumer behaviour and 
experience *East Asia and the Pacifi c
Senior pleasure tourists: examination of 
their demography, travel experience, 
and travel behavior upon visiting the 
Bangkok Metropolis / Adars Batra // 
International journal of hospitality and 
tourism administration. Vol.10 (2009), 
No. 3, 197-212
*sex tourism (and gay/lesbian tourism) *wildlife 
tourism *tourism publicity and information - 
forms and instruments *Central America and the 
Caribbean *Australia and Oceania
Naturalizing bodies and places : tourism 
media campaigns and heterosexualities 
in Costa Rica and New Zealand / Susan 
Frohlick, Lynda Johnston // Annals of 
Tourism Research : a Social Sciences 
Journal. Vol.  38 (2011), No. 3, 1090-
1109
*sex tourism *summer-holiday and ‘mass’ tourism 
*tourism destination - diverse aspects
Gay tourism in a sun and beach destina-
tion / Arturo Melian-Gonzalez, Sergio 
Moreno-Gil, Jorge E. Arana // Tourism 
management : research - policies - prac-
tice. Vol. 32 (2011), No. 5, 1027-1037
*summer-holiday tourism *decisions
Deciding on family holidays - role distri-
bution and strategies in use / Anette 
Th erkelsen // Journal of travel & tourism 
marketing. Vol. 27 (2010), No. 8, 765-
779
*summer-holiday tourism *satisfaction *tourism 
effi  cacity control
Tourist motivation with sun and sand 
destinations: satisfaction and the wom-
eff ect / Nina Prebensen, Kare Skallerud, 
Joseph S. Chen // Journal of travel & 
tourism marketing. Vol. 27 (2010), No. 
8, 858-873
*summer-holiday tourism *tourism and regional 
development *Lithuania
Seaside resort-hinterland nexus: Palanga, 
Lithuania / Ramunas Povilanskas, 
Ausrine Armaitiene // Annals of Tourism 
Research : a Social Sciences Journal. Vol.  
38 (2011), No. 3, 1156-1177
*sustainable tourism *tourism and regional 
development *South America
Community capitals and ecotourism for 
enhancing Amazonian forest liveli-
hoods / Ismar Borges Lima, Anne-Marie 
d’Hauteserre // Anatolia : an interna-
tional journal of tourism and hospitality 
research. Vol. 22 (2011), No. 2, 184-203
*tourism for the handicapped *air transportation 
*satisfaction
Identifying mobility service needs for dis-
abled air passengers / Yu-Chun Chang, 
Ching-Fu Chen // Tourism management 
: research - policies - practice. Vol. 32 
(2011), No. 5, 1214-1217
*tourism for the handicapped *education - students
Attitude change towards guests with disa-
bilities : refl ections from tourism stu-
dents / Boštijan Bizjak, Mladen Kneže-
vić, Sebastijan Cvetrežnik // Annals of 
Tourism Research : a Social Sciences 
Journal. Vol.  38 (2011), No. 3, 842-857
*tourism in developing countries *education - 
general *East Africa and Indian Ocean islands
Enhancing rural livelihoods through 
tourism education and strategic 
partnerships: a Uganda case study / J. 
Michael Campbell, K. MacKay, Chris-
tine Dranzoa // Tourism analysis : an 
interdisciplinary journal. Vol. 16 (2011), 
No. 1, 5-17
*tourism in developing countries *host population 
attitudes *South Africa
Tourism, indigenous people, and the 
challenge of development: the repre-
sentations of Ovahimbas in tourism 
promotion and community percepti-
ons toward tourism / Jarkko Saarinen 
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